In this survey we shaw that the separable quotient problem for Banach spac~in equivalent to several other problema from Banach space theory. Wc give afro several partial solutiona to the prob1cm.
Introduction
The problem of whether every infinite dimensional Banach space has a separable infinite dimensional quotient seerns to have been considered since the thirties, though the earliest explicit reference 1 know of is a paper of Rosenthal [30] of 1969.
In this survey we show that the separable quotient problem, as it is known, is equivalent to several other problems from Hanach space theory. We give also several partial solutions ta the problem.
In Section 1 we introduce the notion of Schauder basis of a Banach space. After stating the elementary properties of Schauder bases, we shaw that the separable quotient problem is equivalent to the problem of whether every infmite dimensional Banach space has an infinite dimensional qnotient with a Sehauder basis. The main results in this section are due to Bessaga and Pelczynski ¡31 , and Johnson ami Rosenthal [141. lii Section 2 wc introduce the notion of quasi-complemented subspace of a Banach space. Wc show that every closed subspace of a separable Banach apace is quasi-complemented. We prove also that the separable quotient problem ja equivalent to the problem of whether every infinite dimensional Banach space has a separable, infinite dimensional, quasicomplemented subapace. The main resulta iii this section are due to Mackey [21] aud Rosenthal [30] .
In Section 3 we introduce the notion of barrefled space. We show that the separable quotient problem la cquivalent to the problem of whether every infinite dimensional Hanach space has a dense, nonbarrelled subapace. The main result in this section is dne to Saxon and Wilansky [32J.
Finally in Section 4 we show that a real Banach apace has a separable, inñnite dimensional quotient u ita dual has an inifinite dimensional subapace which is cither reflexive or isomorphic to co or t~. Thus the separable quotient problem is closely connected with the problem of whether every infinite dimensional Banach apace has an infinite dimensional subapace which ja eithcr reflexive nr isomorphic to co or t~. The last mentioned problem remained open for a long time and was recently solved lii the negative by Gowers [10] . The maS result in this section is due to Hagler and Johnson [11] .
This survey ja based on the notes of a three-lectnre minicourse delivered at the 43rd Brazilian Analysis Seminar, heid at the University of SAo Paulo during Ma>' 23-25, 1996. 1 am indebted to the organizera for their kind invitation. 1 am also indebted to the referee for several suggestions which bave helped to improve the presentation.
Schauder Bases of Banach Spaces
A sequence (ea) in a Banach space E is said to be a Schauder basis if for each x e E there is a unique sequence of scalars (x~) A sequence (en) iii E is said to be a basic sequence if it is a Sehauder basis of the closed subspace that it generates in E.
Ever>' complete orthonormal sequence in a separable Hilbert space is a Schauder basis. If C~is the scalar sequence that consists of zeros acept for a one in position vi, then the sequence (ea) is a Sehauder basis in cach of the spaces co or O', where 1 <p < ca. AlI this is easy to prove. Tz(~) =~(z) = >3~(9')9'j(z).
It is much harder to find Schauder bases in spaces like

3=1
But since 23&íl9'j(z)I < ca, by (1. Before proving Theorem 2.1 we need two auxiliary lemnias.
Lemma. Leí E be a vector apace, atid leí E' be a subapace of E which separates tIte poinis of E. Suppose thai E ami F are al mosí convitable dimensional. TIten ihere are a Hamel basis (z,.) of E atid a Hamel basis (p,.) of F vich that som(xn)
Proof. (a) First assume E' finite dimensional It is well know that if 9'i, . .. , p,., 4> are linear fnnctionals on E such that fl?=iKerw~C Ker4>, then 4> isa linear combination of 9'1,..., 9',.. Now let (9'i p,.) be an>'
Hamel basis of E'. By the preceding remark we can fiud z1, . . . , z,. E E such that 9'i(Xj) = &~j for 1, j = 1, . . . ,n. Whence it follows that E kP for ever>' z E E. But since E separates the points of E, we see that 'E' = {0}. Whence (x1, . . . , z,.) and (w1,.. . , p,,) are Hamel bases of E and E' with the required property.
(b) Next assume E' infinite dimensional. Let (y,.) aud (4>,.) be Hamel bases of E and E', respectively. Let m1 = 1 aud x1 = Ym1~Let ni be the first integer such that 4>,,1(x1) # O and let 9" 4>,.1/4>,.1(zi). Next let "~2 be the first integer such that 4>,.~~span{~1}, and let
Let m~be the first integei such that w2(ym2) # O, and let
Next let m~be the first integer such that y,., 3 « spati{xi, X2}, and Iet
Let n~be the first integer such that 4>,,3(x~)~O, and let
We continne in this way, by constructing Zk before <p~iii step k if (It,.) of H such that hm(9'n) = 3m,. for sIl
where z~j = O and~o = O. Keeping in mmd that wm(z,.) m,n, it follows easily that 4>m(y,.) = O for all m,n.
Let IV = spav4y,.). Then (4',.) cl N1 and
Likewise we get that The following result of Rosenthal [30] If M1 were finite dimensional, then E/N would be isomorphic to M1 and hence finite dimensionaL Tlius M1 is infinite dimensional and the proof is complete.
Let us remark that Rosenthal [30] 
Thus our claim has been proved, and whence it follows that IV is dense un Mo = span fo. Thns IV is dense in E. 
Coz-ollar>'. Leí 71 E £(E;E'), avid suppose thai 71(E) is devise uy E', bid 71(E)~E'. Titen E' has a separable, infinite dimevisiovial quotiení.
Proal'. If 71(E) were barrelled, then 71 : E -. 71(E) would be an open mapping. Thus 71(E) wouid be complete, and therefore 71(E) = E'. We have thus shown that 71(E) is a dense, nonbarrelled subspace of E'.~>' Theorem 3.2 F has a separable, infinite dimensional quotient.
A Banach-space E is said to be weaIvly compactly generated if there is a convex, balanced, weakly compact set K C E such that the Banach space EK is dense ixi E. Reflexive Banach spaces and separable Banach spaces are weakl>' compactí>' generated.
Cara!lary. Everij infinite dimensional, weakly compactly generated fanach apace has a separable, infinute dimensional quotiení spaee.
Proal'. Let E be an infinite dimensional, weakly compactí>' generated Banach space, and let K be a convex, balanced, weakl>' campad subset of E such that the Banach space Ex is dense ix. E.~>'a result of Davis et al [SI (see also [6, Pp. 227-2281) ever>' weakl>' compact aperator between Banach spaces factors through sorne refiexive Banach space. Thns the inclusion mapping EK -E factors tlnough sorne reflexive Banach space E'. II the mapping E' -. E is surjective, then E is also reflexive, and hence has a separable, infinite dimensional quotient by Carollar>' 1.6. II the mapping E' -. E is not surjective, then it has a dense image, and E has a separable, inflnite dimensional quotient by Corollary 3.4. where (It,.) is theHaar system. Seo [6, Pp. 105-1071 or [20, p.6 6]. Thus E' has a subspace isomorphic to ¿2, and the proof of Corollar>' 1.6 shows that E has a quotient isomorphic to ¿2 Second proaf al' Theorem 4.1. The following, more "modern" proof of Theorem 4.1 was suggested b>' the referee. II 1 < p < ca then an operator 71 E ((E; E') is said to be absoluiely p-aumming if there is a constant e,,,> O such that Since £00 has a subspace isornorphic to £~(tbis follows easily frorn Proposition 4.5 below), Theorem 4.1 shows that ¿00 has a quotievil isomorpItic to ¿2
Let (e,,) and (f,,) be Proal'. Define = inf{6(4,,,) : (4>,,) is a block of (~p,,)}.
for each bounded sequence «os) ix. E'. Since the block relation is refiexive aud transitive, it is plain that e(so,.) =6(p,,) for ever>' «os) and c(~,.) =e(4,,,) whenever (4,,,) is a block of ('p,.).
lo prove the lemma, if suifices to find a block (4>,,) of «o,.) such that e(tP,,) = 6(4',.). Now let (4>g>) be a block of (son) such that =e(~',.) + 1
Next let (42~) he a block of (4>U>) such that with nij < vi~j < mj~for ever>' j 6 11V. Since the sequence ((4>~~-4>~)) is a block of (4>,.), it follows that 6((4>n,~-4',,)) = 6(4',.) = 6. Hence there are xí E 5E and an infinite set J C 11V such that l;(4'm,4,,,.)(xi)l >6-e' br jEJ.
Without losa of generality we ma>' assume that -4>,fl(rí) >6 -e' for 1 E J.
Since (4>~.~) and (4>,,) alio are blocks of (4',.), it follows that 6(4,,,.~) = 6(4>,,) = 6(4>,.) = 6. Hencelimsup¡4,m}rí)¡ <6 and limsupj4>,. ever>' bounda! sequence in E' has a weakl>' Cauch>' subsequence. Now b>' Riesz' lemnia there is a sequence (r~,) in E' such that ¡j4j = 1 for ever>' u, and t4~-4¡j =~whenever m vi. By Rosenthal's theorern we ma>' assume that (4) is weakly Cauchy. Whence it follows that nlidi¿c,X"( 4~±L-4) = O for each r" E E". Let «, = 4±-4 for ever>'
vi. Then 11y411 =~for ever>' vi, and Hm z"(z4) = O for ever>' z" E E".
1V400
Thus it suifices to normalize cadi z4. This completes the proof ix. tic [37] . Corollar>' 4.8 was also the missing link ix.
Dineen's method of proof [7] of Corollaries 4.9 aud 4.10, which answered questions raised by Nachbin [25] 41, remained open for a long time, and was recentí>' solved ir the negative by Gowers [10] . Actualí>' Gowers [10] constructa! an infinite dimensional Banach space E such that neither E nor~contain any infinite dimensional subspace which is reflexive or isomorphic to co or
